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Triumph of the Optimist
Prices are going up on everything! Frank Holmes, CEO and Chief Investment Officer of US
Global Investors is back in the Economic War Room® to share investment insights during
inflationary times.
There is good news. Investors that understand the impact of the new administration’s
policies can have first mover advantage. Is it time to hedge with gold and digital currencies?
We are now in a digital world! Pay Pal won’t let you
buy stocks or ETFs, but you can now buy and trade a
fraction of a bitcoin.
For your briefing this week we will look at the
investment growth segments Frank Holmes is viewing
and the potential role he sees for digital currencies.

Your Mission: To stay ahead of the curve as it relates to government
policies and their impact on your investments.
»

Understanding the importance of gold and potentially digital currencies as a hedge.

»

Provide a thought starter to conversations you might have with your financial
advisor.

“I’m thrilled about being the greatest nation in the world. It
doesn’t matter if there’s a fight between this party or that
party. It’s still the most innovative country in
the world.” –Frank Holmes
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Ep. 4-143 (OSINT) Open-Sourced Intelligence Special Report. This briefing includes
thoughts and comments with Frank Holmes and Kevin Freeman in the Economic War Room.
Frank Holmes is the CEO and Chief Investment officer of US Global Investors, that’s
the NASDAQ symbol, GROW. Mr. Holmes purchased a controlling interest in US Global
Investors in 1989 and became the firm’s chief investment officer in 1999. In 2017,
US Global Investors made a strategic investment in Hive Blockchain Technologies in
Listen, Toronto and Mr. Holmes was appointed as the non-executive chairman of the
board, and this year he’s become the interim CEO and executive chairman of Hive.
This is the first and the only publicly-traded company that mines both Bitcoin and
Ethereum on an industrial scale. Frank is also the author of the Frank Talk blog and
is known for its wisdom and its insight.

1. Prices are up on everything – An optimist view of next steps.
Key Insight: Investors have first mover advantage if you understand the policies.
“Asset prices are up, up and away. Where are the value buying opportunities?”
									–Frank Holmes
There is a great book that was written years ago, The Triumph of the Optimist. So it’s
just American to be an optimist!
Holmes shares his investment strategy with changing administrations and policies:
There is a first mover advantage
•
•
•
•

Understand government policies are a precursor of this change.
Next, track monetary and fiscal policies to follow the money. Look where the
money’s going.
What you’re seeing is $17 trillion between the EU, the US, and China to fight a war
against this invisible virus.
This is showing up in huge asset inflation, which is then going to trickle into what
should be a CPI number.

“There is Fake Consumer Price Index. It’s not capturing energy or food. Inflation rates
came out and just shocked everyone.” –Frank Holmes
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“Look at home prices, there are
skyrocketing lumber prices. We had a
storm knocked down our fence and I’m
talking to the contractor. What’s it going
to cost to replace the fence? Triple! I
mean, it’s crazy what’s going on across
the board on inflation.” –Kevin Freeman
What first mover advantage might mean!

Buy Now!

“You want to buy a car, don’t wait till next year. Used car prices are
up 25%. There are no rebates now. Look at metal prices, what we’re seeing going up
today are going to be pushed into the system. And 18 months from now, cars are going
to have to go up 70 percent.” –Frank Holmes
2. With everything up – why not precious metals?:
Look at energy, industrial metals, agriculture, livestock, it is all up! But gold has not
moved much.
The G20 group of central bankers and finance ministers are now in synchronized
taxation and appearing to hold gold down.
“I worked with John Templeton. I’ve always said you keep at least a hedge in gold. It’s
just not moved as much, but it hasn’t lost anything, it’s sitting there.” –Kevin Freeman
WARNING: There is a big buying opportunity and it is always sort of bizarre, but it
happens. You’ve got to be so suspect about governments trying to hold gold down.
The G20 group and a cartel of central bankers and finance ministers are now in
synchronized taxation and appearing to hold gold down.
WHY: They want to keep Gold going down as it allows the sort of printing of money
and to say, “there’s no inflation.”
“Real inflation (at least in a lot of areas) appears to be running at 10-11%. Now is the
time to get a cheap mortgage or borrow loans at less than 3%. This century gold has
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outperformed the S&P by two-and-a-half times. In other words, it has outperformed
the S&P 80% of the time.
So I think every time you get these sell-offs, you make sure you maintain your 10%
positioning.” –Frank Holmes
ALERT: Look at 10-year government bonds. If you can borrow a cheap mortgage,
get it done!
3. The impact of digital currencies as a potential inflation hedge.
It seems to be the 1970’s all over again with one exception – Digital.
Political Correctness? Be very careful if you say that Political Correctness is a good
idea. It can be used to create a distraction away from economics and prosperity.
With technology and social networks people are being distracted.
INNOVATION is key to growth! Optimism still ahead!
“I recently watched a series, America, The story about the US. Ninety percent of the
time it’s a technology that takes us out of a downturn. It didn’t matter if it was a war or
it was logistics issues. It was always technology.” –Frank Holmes
The role of gold and bitcoin/cybercurrency during
times of inflation.
Potential Exponential Growth ahead! But Gold is
currently seeing a smaller lift.
»

Gold and other precious metals are the only
asset not going up in price. Gold historically
has been the best inflation hedge but there is
now a new hedge - Digital Currency.

»

Frank Holmes believes another part of
gold’s slow start has to do with banks now
becoming more open towards digital currencies.
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Another factor is millennial’s acceptance of digital currency beginning to create a
potential alternative hedge.
»

Millennials are comfortable with the leverage of digital currency as a new hedge,
even more so than gold:
“They’ve really not caught on to gold as that big, important asset class, these
millennials. But it’s just a matter of time because gold is like the ballast of a ship.
Think of the global economic scene and that big sail out there. You need to have
something so the sail doesn’t tip over. Historically, it’s been gold.” –Frank Holmes

Gold still has its benefits.
»

Gold is less volatile than the S&P 500 and it is
substantially less than crypto or Tesla. When
you are investing in these cryptos or Tesla, it’s
a disruptive technology and, as always, early
adopters face more volatility.

»

Holmes recommends people keep 10% in gold and
2% in digital currency. Make sure you rebalance
your portfolio.

4. Understanding the application of Metcalf’s Law to Crypto Values.
Metcalf’s law originally applied to the communication industry and networking but
applies with cryptocurrency as well.
“Metcalf’s law basically says that if you limit supply and the number of
interested parties that trust it increases, then the price grows exponentially,
or the users grow exponentially.” –Frank Holmes
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With Bitcoin and Cyber it is about Trust - If people trust gold, then more
people buy it, we saw that when gold allowed people to buy fractions of gold.
What we’ve seen with Bitcoin this time last year and what’s so profound
about Bitcoin, it’s capped at 21 million coins. If you want to think of it that
way, it’s capped and more and more people are believing and trusting it. This
same thing happened with the Diamond Cartel.
Lessons From History: The Diamond Cartel
Mr. Holmes helps to further elaborate on this point by giving us an example.
IN 1947, “the Oppenheimer family basically
formed a cartel” and limited the supply
of diamonds. The Oppenheimers then
started saying that this intangible thing
called ‘love’ could be measured and verified
with a diamond.”As more people trust that
a diamond represents true love and a
commitment, intangible to tangible, it goes up.”
Influencers had a big part to play in the growing trust of diamonds. He parallels this
with a modern influencer, Elon Musk, affirming the validity of bitcoin by stating that he
is putting bitcoin on his balance sheet. Another example of the growing popularity of
bitcoin would be PayPal.
Note that you cannot buy a stock or an ETF through PayPal, but you can buy a fraction
of Bitcoin.

“The trust factor that you mentioned, I mean, when they traded
10,000 Bitcoin for two medium-sized pizzas, there was more
trust and faith in the pizza than there was in the bitcoin. Now,
you look back ten years later, and you say, wow, he just spent up
to $600 million for two medium pizzas given recent prices. It’s
amazing. So, your point is well taken.” –Kevin Freeman
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Example Case Study – Why Millennial adoption of cryptocurrency seems like an
easy next step.
“Bitcoin went from $10,000 to $50,000 per coin, so my $1000 investment is worth
$5000. I’m going to peel off a thousand of it to buy a new TV on Amazon or Best
Buy. I don’t have to go to my bank, buy a credit card. I do it all within PayPal. This is
the digital world and that is the sort of social network young millennials are used to.
They’re used to gaming and playing and being superstars of gaming and earning
digital money in that software. So it’s very easy for them to appreciate this concept.
So Metcalf’s law says we cap the supply. More users now can buy fractions. It grows
exponentially.” –Frank Holmes
5. Holmes shares innovation he is helping to drive with Bitcoin and his blockchain
infrastructure company HIVE.
Why he got started in this business:
“Something real is happening here. I went to a consensus crypto conference and
Abigail Johnson, who was at that time running a couple of trillion dollars at Fidelity
Funds Group was speaking. This is a CFA who never attends investment conferences,
and she is at a crypto event? She’s a keynote speaker and it is sold out with people
scalping tickets to get in. I thought something big is happening.” –Frank Holmes
From there, Holmes decided to create a mining
company, and put up $5 million.
“We jumped into an ETF with HIVE, and I served
as chairman. Immediately institutional money
came into it and it went public with $30 million. It’s
the fastest $5 million to $100 million I ever made
on paper. And then crypto winter came in.”
–Frank Holmes
In the fourth quarter of 2016, they raised $200 million, built revenue, cash flow, then
crypto collapsed. Now it’s coming back.
“HIVE blockchain was the first public company ever to mine Ethereum or Bitcoin. On
an industrial scale, we have an ESG footprint. We’re only green energy, we have
inexpensive electricity or cheap electricity. So far this past year, we’re the most
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profitable of all the crypto companies. And when Bitcoin went up 320% last year, in
theory, we went up 2,500%.” –Frank Holmes
According to their website, HIVE is the first publicly
listed blockchain infrastructure company that
bridges blockchain and cryptocurrencies to the
traditional capital markets. The company believes
this provides a pure blockchain investment for
the capital markers while creating long-term
shareholder value.
Low working capital requirements do not require
immediate sale of mined coins and allows HIVE to
strategically sell and maximize profit.
IMPORTANT: None of this is intended as financial advice because Frank doesn’t
know what your situation is. Kevin Freeman, Economic War Room®, and the NSIC
don’t know what your situation is. The key it to ask your personal advisor. We
encourage readers to find an advisor that’s willing to listen to these kinds of ideas
and thoughts and then evaluate, and see if they’re right for you.
6. Other Investments Mr. Holmes sees as growth opportunities to consider.
Frank Holmes shares the potential growth industries he sees ahead.
A. Look at shipping, airlines, and digital.
“You have to have optimism and look for
where the trends are going.” – Frank Holmes
Holmes is watching for investment
opportunities in these areas:
Cargo and Resources are going to be a big
winner in the next three years.
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There are tremendous logistics issues. They have pricing power with the UN push in
environmental issues based on the oil they have and the size of their tankers.
→ We’re seeing prices rise nine-fold. Cargo airlines never stopped during the
COVID crisis. They had tremendous pricing power.
→ We’re going to see the pent-up demand from $17 trillion pumped into the
system.
→ Latin America was a big maker of clothes from Guess jeans. They shut down,
but people still need clothes.
Airlines travel will increase as it relates to vaccines. As more and more people get
vaccinated, then people want to travel. The business traveler is not going to start
until we get about 70 percent double vaccinated. Airlines still have another big leg
up as Europe comes alive, because they’re so behind in getting vaccinated. The
same thing in Canada and a lot of Asia is behind in getting vaccinated, leaving room
for growth.
Gold continues as a hedge against inflation.
“The point is, is that you have to have optimism and look for where the trends are
going. I think cargo and resources are going to be a big winner in the next three
years and I would be bullish on that sector. And the airlines still have another big leg
as Europe comes alive because they’re way behind in getting vaccinated. The same
thing in Canada and a lot of Asia is behind and getting vaccinated.” –Frank Holmes
B. More about US Investors funds - HIVE and GROW.
HIVE:
The vision for HIVE is for it to be a $10 billion company. It was a leader in Ethereum
grossing about $500 thousand a day, or $180 million a year in revenue.
Ethereum Defined: According to Investopedia, Ethereum is a blockchain platform
with its own cryptocurrency called Ether (ETH) or Ethereum. It has its own program
language called “Solidity.”
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→ With new equipment they have bought, they plan to grow 300 percent in
2021 with a competitive advantage related to energy costs.
→ Frank Holmes is approaching to get this listed on the NASDAQ.
→ As more funds buy in, they believe the company will be re-rated.
GROW:
U.S. Global Investors, Inc. (Nasdaq: GROW) is a boutique investment management
firm specializing in actively managed equity and bond strategies, and has a
longstanding history of expertise in gold and precious metals, natural resources and
emerging markets.
For the quarter ended March 31, 2021, the company and its subsidiaries reported average assets
under management of $4.0 billion. Total assets under management stood at $4.6 billion at quarterend.

“Grow has basically gone up 8-fold since the last time we
spoke. I think it is a forty-dollar stock based on our peers. It
also owns a big piece of HIVE. If you buy a share of grow, you
basically get almost 70 cents of HIVE behind it.” –Frank Holmes
7. Frank Holmes shares economic caution areas he sees ahead.
Potential policy and market caution areas
»

Watch out for tax policies.
“I contend that for a nation to try to tax itself into prosperity is like a man standing
in a bucket and trying to lift himself up by the handle.” (i.e., No country has ever
taxed itself into prosperity.) –Winston Churchill
o There may be limitations to how much taxes can be raised, which is good news.
Mr. Holmes does not believe Biden will be able to raise taxes that much.

»

Rising interest rates will derail the stock market. Holmes notes if interest rates
start to spike up to 10%, the stock market would be derailed.
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“Biden talks about raising the taxes. I
don’t think he’s going to do it. I don’t think
it’s going to go through. Otherwise, the
stock market would be derailed if interest
rates start to spike up to 10%. I think that
the margin that the president and the
Democratic Party won by is so slim, they’re
politically motivated. They’re not going to
rock this boat.” –Frank Holmes
Other Potential Reasons for optimism:
»

Millennials are falling in love with the stock market.
“Trump is the only president that looked in the mirror, checked his hair, and then
looked up stock prices.”
Now, almost every millennial is addicted to the stock market. They see it as a way
to build wealth.

8. Frank Holmes is focused on information and helping others be informed.
»

Economic War Room and the NSIC are excited to have Frank Holmes insights as a
thought leader helping with the National Security Investment Consultant Institute
(NSIC).

»

NSIC financial advisors are trained to be optimistic and believe in America.

“I am a big believer that if people are
educated and informed, they just do
better things in life.” –Frank Holmes
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Why You Should Care:
»

Gold and cryptocurrency could be important hedges in the present and future
market for investing.

»

With factors such as Biden’s $6 trillion spending plan, it is likely that inflation will
become more of a problem under this administration.

»

Inflationary pressure may mean it is time to rebalance your portfolio.

»

Staying ahead of policies with your investments will help you have the first mover
advantage.

»

With inflationary pressure, there may be items you should consider buying now.

»

Markets are changing and it is a good time to ensure you and your financial advisor
have a game plan developed based on potentially changing conditions.

»

Despite what appears to be bad policy, Americans can still be optimistic and “look
where the trends are going.” Technology and innovation is our way to success.

»

Our economy is under a critical threat, it is time pray that our country is focused
on the right things and doesn’t let socialistic and Marxist philosophies destroy
America.

»

It is time for moral democratic capitalism.

Action Steps:
1.

Learn more about US Global Investors at https://www.usfunds.com/about-us/

2. Ask your advisor about having gold as part of your portfolio. Frank Holmes views it
as serving as the “ballast” of a ship to help bring balance.
3. Learn more about HIVE at www.Hiveblockchain.com
4. If you have not done so, now may be the time to get a cheap mortgage or take on
loans at less than 3%. You might also consider buying a new car now if you will need
one before inflationary pressure impact this more.
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5. Make sure you and your financial advisor are educated on critical topics.
•

We must be educated as Frank Holmes said in order to “do better
things in life.”

Check with your financial advisor. You may want to look at participating in digital
currencies through GROW or HIVE. Holmes shared that, “if you buy a share of
GROW, you get almost 70 cents of HIVE behind it.”
6. Nominate your financial advisor at EconomicWarRoom.com/advisor and let them
know you think this would be a great opportunity for them. Classes are expected to
launch soon, and our list is growing fast.
7. Also, if you have not already done so, please consider the following:
		 Be sure to sign up for our free Economic Battle Plans™ at
www.EconomicWarRoom.com
o If you are following Economic War Room you will be on the leading edge as
it relates to global threats, geopolitical analysis, and how you can weaponize
your money to strengthen America. Your money, livelihood, and way of life
are at risk and these tools are designed to mobilize America to protect their
economic liberty.

In the Economic War Room®, we encourage Americans to be the “small ships that make the
difference.” You cannot solely rely on the government or the president to solve America’s problems.
You have to make a difference. It is up to you to help take our country back and create a voice for
economic liberty. [The small ships are based on Churchill’s Operation Dynamo that rescued the
British Expeditionary Forces in the Miracle of Dunkirk.
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We need more Economic Patriots on the team! Consider what you can do now to help
strengthen America or even help someone in need. Keep in touch with your congressional
representatives. Choose from the list or set your own goals:
√

At our Economic War Room® website, sign up to TheBlaze for our complete weekly
shows. Please use our code (ECON) from that link for a discount and FREE trial.

√

Follow, like, comment, and share on FB and Twitter. Look for short video segments
on FB and Rumble and make sure. We recognize these tools may be compromised at
times, but if they are not filtered, they are the major platforms available to reach out to
the public. [Know that alternatives to the social platforms listed above are under EWR
consideration.]

√

Check out XOTV (https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room), a new free
speech video platform that Economic War Room is proud to partner with. Access is
FREE but consider making a donation to EWR on that website to help with Economic
War Room’s research and production costs.

√

You are welcome to share this battle plan and our short video segments with friends
on FB or YouTube. We set up the Economic War Room® to be your resource for
information, preparation, and mobilization.

√

Do this now! Have a financial action plan based on multiple geopolitical scenarios
developed now. Advanced preparation is key. Trying to figure what to do when an
economic event happens is usually too late.

Shareable Quote:
“Ninety percent of the time, it’s a technology that takes us
out of the downturn. It didn’t matter if it was a war or it was
logistics issues. It was always technology.”
– Frank Holmes
*DISCLAIMER: The Economic War Room

®
and its affiliates do not provide investment advice. In cases where guests or others may discuss
investment ideas, these should not be viewed or construed as advice. The sole purpose is education and information. And, viewers
should realize that in any case past performance is not indicative of future results. Neither Kevin Freeman, his guests or EWR-Media
Holdings, LLC suggests, offers, or guarantees any specific outcome or profit. You should be aware of the real risk of loss in following
any strategy or investment even if discussed on the show or any show-affiliated materials or websites. This material does not take into
account your particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs and is not intended as recommendations appropriate for
you. You must make independent decisions regarding information, investments, or strategies mentioned on this website or on the show.
Before acting on information on economicwarroom.com website or on the show, or any related materials, you should consider whether it
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is suitable for your particular circumstances and strongly consider seeking advice from your own financial or investment advisor.

The EWR Collection Deck – From Kevin Freeman
(List of resources and external links for more information)

Quick Access Links
About Frank Holmes
The Everything Bubble
The Role of Gold
Understanding Blockchain
Understanding Bitcoin
Other Cryptocurrencies
Ways to Own Bitcoin

[ ] - Must Read/Watch
Where to Access Economic War Room
On BlazeTV https://get.blazetv.com/economic-war-room/
Our Website https://www.economicwarroom.com/
Our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom/
Our Twitter page https://twitter.com/economicwarroom
Our YouTube page https://www.youtube.com/economicwarroomwithkevinfreeman
Our Rumble page https://rumble.com/c/c-408647
Our Parler page https://parler.com/profile/EconomicWarRoom/posts
Our XOTV Channel https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room
Link to all Economic Battle Plans™ https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans
Episodes and Economic Battle Plans™ from Prior Shows with Application to this Topic:
[ ] 06/03/21, EP141, Cryptocurrency and Blockchain, Patrick Byrne, Download Economic Battle Plan™
[ ] 02/11/21, EP125, Things Have Changed, Download Economic Battle Plan™
[ ] 02/04/21, EP124, The Inflation Threat to Your Finances, Download Economic Battle Plan™
[ ] 01/30/20, EP71 Moral Democratic Capitalism - Frank Holmes, Download Economic Battle Plan™
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About Frank Holmes
[ ] Frank Holmes http://www.usfunds.com/about-us/our-team/
Frank Talk, a CEO Blog by Frank Holmes http://www.usfunds.com/investor-library/frank-talk/
Don’t Be Fooled by the Politics of Envy
http://www.usfunds.com/investor-library/frank-talk/dont-be-fooled-by-the-politics-of-envy/#.Xfgubi3MxcA
The Barriers To Investing In Private Equity Are Too High
https://www.forbes.com/sites/greatspeculations/2019/10/15/the-barriers-to-investing-in-private-equityare-too-high/#2a306ed369a3
[ ] Frank Holmes on Seeking Alpha https://seekingalpha.com/author/frank-holmes#regular_articles
[ ] About US Global Investors http://www.usfunds.com/
About the Gold and Precious Metals Fund
http://www.usfunds.com/our-funds/our-mutual-funds/gold-and-precious-metals-fund/overview
Note to Elon: Crypto Miners Are Part of the Solution to Curbing Greenhouse Gas Emissions
https://advisorpedia.com/cryptocurrency/note-to-elon/
Gold price to hit $4,000 in 3 years, real inflation is at 12 % - Frank Holmes
https://www.kitco.com/news/2021-05-31/Gold-price-to-hit-4-000-in-3-years-real-inflation-is-at-12-FrankHolmes.html
El Salvador to make Bitcoin legal tender; Frank Holmes comments
https://www.kitco.com/news/video/show/Market-Analysis/3427/2021-06-07/El-Salvador-to-make-Bitcoinlegal-tender-Frank-Holmes-comments#
[ ] Crypto: Regulatory Risk Is Present In Any Asset Class – The Daily Dive feat Frank Holmes
https://thedeepdive.ca/crypto-regulatory-risk-is-present-in-any-asset-class-the-daily-dive-feat-frankholmes/
Frank Holmes Why are investors getting out of Bitcoin into gold?
https://www.cmcmarkets.com/en/opto/why-are-investors-getting-out-of-bitcoin-into-gold
The Everything Bubble
[ ] Asset Prices Are Up: Where Are the Value Buying Opportunities? | Advisorpedia
https://advisorpedia.com/strategists/where-are-the-value-buying-opportunities/
What is everyone smoking when it comes to asset bubbles?
https://morningporridge.com/blog/blains-morning-porridge/what-is-everyone-smoking-when-it-comes-toasset-bubbles/
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[ ] The Everything Bubble and What it Means for Your Money
https://www.aier.org/article/the-everything-bubble-and-what-it-means-for-your-money/
The Everything Bubble: How A Debt-Driven Economy Creates More Frequent Crises – Analysis
https://www.eurasiareview.com/24032021-the-everything-bubble-how-a-debt-driven-economy-createsmore-frequent-crises-analysis/
Fed warns high asset prices could make investors vulnerable
https://apnews.com/article/health-coronavirus-pandemic-businessfbc8c460146d4edbffd7dc2fb208bafb
The Role of Gold
[ ] Streetwise: An Interview with Frank Homes
https://www.streetwisereports.com/article/2019/10/22/frank-holmes-gold-is-going-to-10-000.html
Central Banks Buying Gold As Yields Drop: Frank Holmes (Radio)
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/audio/2019-08-08/central-banks-buying-gold-as-yields-drop-frankholmes-radio
Gold Demand Sectors https://www.gold.org/about-gold/gold-demand/sectors-of-demand
[ ] Is the world running out of gold?
https://www.dw.com/en/is-the-world-running-out-of-gold/a-47974833
Generalist Investors Warming Up To Gold
http://www.usfunds.com/in-the-news/generalist-investors-warming-up-to-gold/#.XjHVwC3My3c
Top Gold Mining Countries
http://www.usfunds.com/interactive/global-gold-mining-production/#.XjHWJC3My3c
[ ] Three Reasons to Invest in Gold According to Research
https://www.thebalance.com/why-invest-in-gold-3305651
[ ] The Golden Constant https://mailchi.mp/verdadcap/the-golden-constant?e=4483f7b9c9
Understanding Blockchain
[ ] Mark Cuban on blockchain: ‘It’s like the early days of the internet’ when ‘a lot of people thought we were
crazy’
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/02/12/mark-cuban-compares-blockchain-crypto-to-early-days-of-theinternet.html
[ ] Pulling the Blockchain apart…The transaction life-cycle
https://medium.com/ignation/pulling-the-blockchain-apart-the-transaction-life-cycle-7a1465d75fa3
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Remaining challenges of blockchain adoption and possible solutions
https://www.finextra.com/blogposting/18496/remaining-challenges-of-blockchain-adoption-and-possiblesolutions
[ ] Blockchain Explained https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blockchain.asp
What is blockchain? The complete guide
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3191077/what-is-blockchain-the-complete-guide.html
Blockchain Explained: How Does Blockchain Work?
https://www.bitdegree.org/crypto/tutorials/blockchain-explained
How Blockchain Technology Can Prevent Voter Fraud
https://www.investopedia.com/news/how-blockchain-technology-can-prevent-voter-fraud/
New MIT Paper Roundly Rejects Blockchain Voting as Solution to Election Woes
https://www.coindesk.com/mit-paper-rejects-blockchain-based-voting-systems-elections
How Blockchain Technology Can Change How We Vote
https://www.thebalance.com/how-the-blockchain-will-change-how-we-vote-4012008
Blockchain Technology Set To Revolutionize Global Stock Trading
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ericervin/2018/08/16/blockchain-technology-set-to-revolutionize-globalstock-trading/?sh=d9b94014e568
[ ] Blockchain For Stock Markets: 11 Possible Use Cases
https://www.disruptordaily.com/blockchain-use-cases-stock-trading/
Blockchain Makes Inroads Into the Stock Market’s $1 Trillion Plumbing System
https://www.wsj.com/articles/blockchain-makes-inroads-into-the-stock-markets-1-trillion-plumbingsystem-11573131600
Blockchain Is Changing The Way The World Trades Stocks
https://medium.com/the-capital/blockchain-is-changing-the-way-the-world-trades-stocksa63a68ade25c
Understanding Bitcoin
[ ] Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System (by Bitcoin’s creator)
https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
[ ] Functions of Money
https://www.stlouisfed.org/education/economic-lowdown-podcast-series/episode-9-functions-of-money
Bitcoin Cash https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bitcoin-cash.asp
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How many Bitcoins for a Pizza? Papa John’s now accepting Bitcoin
https://blog.coinspectator.com/2017/11/07/how-many-bitcoins-for-a-pizza-papa-johns-now-acceptingbitcoin/
Mastercard will allow merchants to accept select cryptocurrencies on its network later this year
https://markets.businessinsider.com/currencies/news/mastercard-allow-cryptocurrencies-use-paymentsnetwork-2021-2-1030071595
Cryptos Won’t Work As Actual Currencies, UBS Economist Says
https://www.fa-mag.com/news/cryptos-won-t-work-as-actual-currencies--ubs-economist-says-59936.
html
[ ] The Latest on Bitcoin—Without the Jargon
https://www.vaneck.com/blogs/digital-assets/the-latest-on-bitcoinwithout-the-jargon/
Most Bitcoin Is Made in China. Competitors Are Chipping Away.
https://www.barrons.com/articles/most-bitcoin-is-made-in-china-competitors-are-chippingaway-51610127879
Other Cryptocurrencies
Comparing Bitcoin’s Market Cap to Other Cryptocurrencies
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/bitcoin-market-cap-compared-to-crypto/
[ ] JPMorgan Warns Stablecoins Like Libra At Risk From Negative Yields, Creating “System Gridlock”
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2019-09-06/jpmorgan-warns-stablecoins-libra-risk-negative-yieldscreating-system-gridlock
Beyond Bitcoin: Should You Invest in These Other Cryptocurrencies?
https://www.thebalance.com/investing-in-cryptocurrencies-beyond-bitcoin-4151671
Understanding The Different Types of Cryptocurrency
https://www.sofi.com/learn/content/understanding-the-different-types-of-cryptocurrency/
Forget bitcoin. These cryptocurrencies are surging even more
https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/03/investing/bitcoin-ethereum-xrp-cryptocurrencies/index.html
[ ] Cryptocurrency comparison https://www.ig.com/en/cryptocurrency-trading/cryptocurrency-comparison
[ ] Types of Cryptocurrency Explained https://www.trustetc.com/blog/cryptocurrency-types/
Ways to Own Bitcoin
[ ] POWERING THE FUTURE OF BLOCKCHAIN COMPUTING https://hiveblockchain.com/
MicroStrategy shares rise after firm reveals plans to sell convertible debt to buy more bitcoin
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/02/16/microstrategy-shares-rise-after-revealing-plans-to-buy-more-bitcoin.html
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Crypto “Flash Loans” Allow Borrowing And Repayment In Seconds To Arbitrage Coin Prices
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/crypto-flash-loans-allow-borrowing-and-repayment-secondsarbitrage-coin-prices
[ ] Crypto 101 for Financial Advisors
https://www.fa-mag.com/userfiles/ads_2021/BlockFi_LG_Feb_2021/Crypto-101-v4.pdf
Grayscale’s Hugely Successful GBTC Bitcoin Trust Now Has Competition
https://www.fa-mag.com/news/bitcoin-fee-wars-erupt-as-upstart-targets-grayscale-s-billions-59864.html
Crypto Advisors: How Firms Are Working With Bitcoin Now
https://www.barrons.com/articles/crypto-financial-advisors-how-firms-are-working-with-bitcoinnow-51610656154
[ ] Investing in Top Blockchain Stocks
https://www.fool.com/investing/stock-market/market-sectors/financials/blockchain-stocks/
[ ] How to Invest in Blockchain Stocks
https://www.fool.com/investing/stock-market/market-sectors/financials/blockchain-stocks/how-to-invest/
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